The use of lumped, conceptual models in hydrological impact studies requires placing more emphasis on the 9 uncertainty arising from deficiencies and/or ambiguities in the model structure. This study provides an opportunity to 10 combine a multiple-hypothesis framework with a multi-criteria assessment scheme to reduce structural uncertainty in the 11 conceptual modeling of a meso-scale Andean catchment (1515 km²) over a 30-year period (1982-2011). The modeling 12 process was decomposed into six model-building decisions related to the following aspects of the system behavior: snow 13 accumulation and melt, runoff generation, redistribution and delay of water fluxes, and natural storage effects. Each of these 14 decisions was provided with a set of alternative modeling options, resulting in a total of 72 competing model structures.
INTRODUCTION 25
Conceptual catchment models based on the combination of several schematic stores are popular 26 tools in flood forecasting and water resources management (e.g. Jakeman and Letcher, 2003; Xu and 27
Singh, 2004). The main rationale behind this success lies in the fact that relatively simple structures 28 with low data and computer requirements generally outweigh the performance of far more complex 29
physically-based models (e.g. Michaud and Sorooshian, 1994; Refsgaard and Knudsen, 1996; 30 Kokkonen and Jakeman, 2001). Also, most water management decisions are made at operational 31 scales having much more to do with catchment-scale administrative considerations than with our 32 understanding of fine-scale processes. As a result, conceptual models are being increasingly used to 33 evaluate the potential impacts of climate change on hydrological systems (e.g. Minville 
35
This modeling strategy, however, is regularly criticized for oversimplifying the physics of 36 catchments and leading to unreliable simulations when conditions shift beyond the range of prior 37 experience. Part of the problem comes from the fact that model structures are usually specified a 38 priori, based on preconceived opinions about how systems work, which in general leads to an 39 excessive dependence on the calibration process. More than a lack of physical background, this 40 practice reveals a misunderstanding about how such models should be based on physics (Kirchner, 41
2006; Blöschl and Montanari, 2010) . Hydrological systems are not structureless things composed of 42 randomly distributed elements, but rather self-organizing systems characterized by the emergence of 43 macroscale patterns and structures (Dooge, 1986; Sivapalan, 2006; Ehret et al., 2014) . As such, the 44 reductionist idea that catchments can be understood by merely aggregating (upscaling) fine-scale 45 mechanistic laws is generally misleading (Dooge, 1997; McDonnell et al., 2007) . Self-organization at 46 the catchment scale means that new hydrologic relationships with fewer degrees of freedom have to be 47 envisioned (e.g. McMillan, 2012a ). Yet, finding simplicity in complexity does not imply that simple 48 models available in the literature can be used as ready-made engineering tools with little or no 49 consideration for the specific features of each catchment (Wainwright and Mulligan, 2004 ; Savenije, 50 2009). As underlined by Kirchner (2006) , it is important to ensure that the "right answers" are 51 obtained for the "right reasons". In the case of poorly-defined systems where physically-oriented 52 interpretations can only be sought a posteriori to check for the model realism, this requires placing 53 more emphasis on the uncertainty arising from deficiencies and/or ambiguities in the model structure 54 than is currently done in most hydrological impact studies. 55 Structural uncertainty can be described in terms of inadequacy and non-uniqueness. Model 56 inadequacy arises from the many simplifying assumptions and epistemic errors made in the selection 57 of which processes to represent and how to represent them. It reflects the extent to which a given 58 model differs from the real system it is intended to represent. In practice, this results in the failure to 59 capture all relevant aspects of the system behavior within a single model structure or parameter set. A 60 common way of addressing this source of uncertainty is to adopt a top-down approach to model-61
building ( can also be used to improve the internal consistency of model structures. Additional criteria can then 67 be introduced in relation to these auxiliary data or to specific aspects of the hydrograph (driven vs. 68 nondriven components, rising limb, recession limbs...). In this perspective, multi-criteria evaluation 69 techniques based on the concept of Pareto-optimality provide an interesting way to both reduce and 70 quantify structural inadequacy (Gupta et al., 1998 ; Boyle et al., 2000; Efstratiadis and Koutsoyiannis, 71 2010). A parameter set is said to be Pareto-optimal if it cannot be improved upon without degrading at 72 least one of the objective criteria. In general, meaningful information on the origin of model 73 deficiencies can be derived from the mapping of Pareto-optimal solutions in the space of performance 74 measures (often called the Pareto front) and used to discriminate between several rival structures (Lee 75 et al., 2011) . Further, the Pareto set of solutions obtained with a given model is commonly used to 76 generate simulation envelopes (hereafter called 'Pareto-envelopes' for brevity's sake) representing the 77 uncertainty associated with structural errors (i.e. model inadequacy).
78
Non-uniqueness refers to the existence of many different model structures (and parameter sets) 79 giving equally acceptable fits to the observed data. Structural inadequacy and the limited (and often 80 uncertain) information of the available data make it highly unlikely to identify a single, unambiguous 81 representation of how a system works. There may be, for instance, many different possible 82
representations of flow pathways yielding the same integral signal (e.g. streamflow) at the catchment 83 outlet (Schaefliet al., 2011). Non-uniqueness in model identification has also been widely described in 84 terms of equifinality (Beven, 1993 and shattering of the exposed rocks (Caviedes and Paskoff, 1975) , leaving a landscape of bare rock and 139 screes almost devoid of soil.
140
The valley-fill material consists of mostly unconsolidated Quaternary alluvial sediments mantled 141 by generally thin soils (< 1 m) of sandy to sandy-loam texture. Vineyards and orchards cover most of 142 the valley floors and lower hill slopes but account for less than 1% of the total catchment area. Most of 143 the annual precipitation, however, occurs as snow during the winter months, leading to an entire 144 dependence on surface-water resources to satisfy crop water needs during the summer. Irrigation water 145 abstractions occur at multiple locations along the river's course depending on both historical water 146 rights and water availability. By contrast, natural vegetation outside the valleys is extremely sparse and 147 composed mainly of subshrubs (e.g. Adesmia echinus) and cushion plants (e.g. Laretia acaulis, 148
Azorella compacta) with very low transpiration rates (Squeo et al., 1993) . The Claro River originates 149 from a number of small tributaries flowing either permanently or seasonally in the mountains. 150 151
Hydro-climatic data 152
In order to represent the hydro-climate variability of the catchment, a 30-year period (1982-2011) 153 was chosen according to data availability and quality. Precipitation and temperature data were 154 interpolated based on respectively 12 and 8 stations (Fig. 1 ) using the inverse distance weighted 155 method on a 5km x 5km grid. Since very few measurements were available outside the river valleys, 156 elevation effects on precipitation and temperature distribution were considered using the SRTM digital 157 elevation model (Fig. 1) . In a previous study, Ruelland et al. (2014) examined the sensitivity of the 158 GR4j hydrological model to different ways of interpolating climate forcing on this basin. Their results 159
showed that a dataset based on a constant lapse rate of 6.5°C/km for temperature and no elevation 160 effects for precipitation provided slightly better simulations of the discharge over the last 30 years. 161
However, since the current study also seeks to reproduce the seasonal dynamics of snow accumulation 162 and melt, it was decided to rely on a mean monthly orographic gradient estimated from the 163 precipitation observed series (Fig. 1 fluxes, and natural storage effects (F). Each of these decisions is provided with a set of alternative 241 modeling options, which are named by concatenating the following elements: first a capital letter from 242 A to F referring to the decision being addressed, then a number from 1 to 3 to distinguish between 243 several competing architectures and, finally, a lower case letter from a to c to indicate different 244 parameterizations of the same architecture. Model hypotheses are named by concatenating the names 245 of the six modeling options used to build them (see Table 4 ). The models designed within this 246 framework share the same overall structure (based on the same series of decisions) but differ in their 247 specific formulations within each decision.
248
The model-building decisions can be divided into two broad categories. The first pertains to the 249 production of fluxes from conceptual stores (decisions B, C and F). The second concerns the 250 allocation and transmission of these fluxes using the typical junction elements and lag functions 251 (decisions A, D and E) described in Fenicia et al. (2011) . Junction elements can be defined as "zero-252
state" model components used to combine several fluxes into a single one (option D2) or split a single 253 flux into two or more fluxes (options A1 and D3). Lag functions are used to reflect the travel time 254
(delay) required to convey water from one conceptual store to another or from one or more conceptual 255 stores to the basin outlet. They usually consist of convolution operators (option E2), although 256 conceptual stores may also do the trick. Modeling options in which water fluxes are left unchanged are 257 labelled as "No operation" options in Fig. 2 . Water fluxes and state variables are named using generic 258 names (from Q1 to Q6 and from S1 to S4, respectively) to ensure a perfect modularity of the 259 framework. Further details on the alternative options provided for each decision are given in the 260 following subsections. Note that some combinations of modeling options were clearly incompatible 261 with one another (options C1 and C2, for instance, cannot work with option D2). As a result, these 262 combinations were removed from the framework. 263
Another important feature of this modular framework is the systematic smoothing of all model 264 thresholds using infinitely differentiable approximants, as recommended by Kavetski and Kuczera 265 (2007) and Fenicia et al. (2011) . The purpose here is twofold: first, to facilitate the calibration process 266 by removing any unnecessary (and potentially detrimental) discontinuities from the gradients of the 267 objective functions; and second, to provide a more realistic description of hydrological processes 268 across the catchment (Moore, 2007) . 269 270
Snow accumulation and melt (decisions A and B) 271
Snow accumulation and melt components deal with the representation of snow processes at the 272 catchment scale. All modeling options rely on a single conceptual store to accumulate snow during the 273 winter months and release water during the melt season. Decision A refers to the partitioning of 274 precipitation into rain, snow or a mixture of rain and snow. Decision B refers to the representation of 275 snowmelt processes. Option A1 is the only hypothesis implemented to evaluate the relative abundance 276 of rain and snow. A logistic distribution is used in this option instead of usual temperature thresholds 277 to implicitly account for spatial variations in rain/snow partitioning over the catchment. In contrast, 278 three modeling options drawing upon the temperature-index approach (Hock, 2003) 
Runoff generation (decision C) 288
Runoff generation components determine how much of a rainfall or snowmelt event is 289 available for runoff, lost through evapotranspiration or temporarily stored in soils and surface 290
depressions. Many models rely on a conceptual store to keep track of the catchment moisture status 291
and generate runoff as a function of both current and antecedent precipitation. Here, an assortment of 292 four commonly used methods is available. Option C1 is the only one in which no moisture accounting 293 store is required to estimate the contributing rainfall or snowmelt (see Fig. 3 ). Actual 294 evapotranspiration then represents the only process involved in the production of runoff from 295 precipitation or snowmelt. The remaining options make use of moisture accounting stores and 296 distribution functions (see Table 1 ) to estimate the proportion of the basin generating runoff. An 297 important distinction is made between option C2, in which runoff generation occurs only during 298 rainfall or snowmelt events, and option C3, in which a leakage from the moisture accounting store 299 remains possible even after rainfall or snowmelt has ceased. Examples of these two moisture 300 accounting options can be found, respectively, in the HBV (e.g. 
Runoff transformation and routing (decisions D to F) 307
Runoff transformation components account for all the retention and translation processes 308 occurring as water moves through the catchment. In practice, junction elements (decision D) and lag 309 functions (decision E) are typically combined with one or more conceptual stores (decision F) to 310 represent the effects of different flow pathways on the runoff process (both timing and volume).
311
Additional elements in the form of lag functions or conceptual stores can also be used to reflect water 312 routing in the channel network. However, in this study channel routing elements were considered 313 useless at a daily time step. All the modeling options available for decision F consist of two stores. In optimization problems with at least two conflicting objectives, a set of solutions rather than 331 a unique one exists because of the trade-offs between these objectives. A Pareto-optimal solution is 332 achieved when it cannot be improved upon without degrading at least one of its objective criteria. The 333 set of Pareto-optimal solutions for a given model is often called the "Pareto set" and the set of criteria 334 corresponding to this Pareto set is usually referred to as the "Pareto front". 335 336
The NSGA-II algorithm 337
The Non-dominated Sorted Genetic Algorithm II (NSGA-II) (Deb, 2002) has the advantage of not needing any additional parameter (other than those common to all genetic 342 algorithms, i.e. the initial population and the number of generations). Its most distinctive features are 343 the use of a binary tournament selection, a simulated binary crossover and a polynomial mutation 344 operator. For brevity's sake, the detailed instructions of the algorithm and the conditions of its 345 application to rainfall-runoff modeling cannot be discussed further here. Instead, the reader is referred 346 to the aforementioned literature. 347 348
Simulation periods and assessment criteria 349
The simulation period was divided into a rather dry calibration period (1997-2011) and a 350 relatively humid validation period (1982) (1983) (1984) (1985) (1986) (1987) (1988) (1989) (1990) (1991) (1992) (1993) (1994) (1995) (1996) . These two periods were chosen based on data 351 availability to represent contrasted climate conditions: the two periods are separated by a shift in the 352 IPO index, as explained in Sect 2.3.1.
353
Four criteria were chosen to evaluate the models built within the multiple-hypothesis 354 framework. The first three of them are common to both calibration and validation periods while the 355 fourth criterion differs between the two. 356
The first criterion (NSE) is the related to the estimation of high flows and draws upon the Nash-357 Sutcliffe Efficiency metric: 358
Where Q and Q are the observed and simulated discharges for day d, and N is the number of 359 days with available observations. 360
The second criterion (NSE ) is related to the estimation of low flows and draws upon a modified, log 361 version of the first criterion: 362
Crit2 1 NSE log Q log Q log Q log Q
The third criterion quantifies the mean annual volume error (VE ) made in the estimation of the water 363 balance of the catchment: 364
Where V and V are the observed and simulated volumes for year y, and N is the number of 365 years of the simulation period. 366
The fourth criterion (Crit4) differs between the two simulation periods. In calibration, snow-covered 367 areas (SCA) estimated from the MODIS data were used to evaluate the consistency of snow-368 accounting modeling options in terms of snow presence or absence at the catchment scale. The 369 objective was to quantify the error made in simulating the seasonal dynamics of snow accumulation, 370 storage and melt processes. Following Parajka and Blöschl (2008) , the snow error (SE) was defined as 371 the total number of days when the snow-accounting store of options B1a, B1b and B1c disagreed with 372 the MODIS data as to whether snow was present in the basin (Fig. 4) . The number of days with 373 simulation errors is eventually divided by the total number of days with available MODIS data to 374 express SE as a percentage. 375
In validation, a cumulated volume error was used to replace the snow error criterion that could not be 376 computed due to a lack of remotely-sensed data over this period: 377 378
Model selection, model analysis and ensemble modeling 380
Finally, a total of 72 model structures were implemented and tested within the multi-objective and 381 multiple-hypothesis frameworks. In addition to their names and for purposes of simplicity, these 72 382 model hypotheses are given a number from 1 to 72 corresponding to their order of appearance in the 383 simulation process (see e.g. Sect 4.1. between calibration and validation, the clustering operations were repeated independently for each 391 period. The whole experiment, from model building to multi-objective optimization and cluster 392 identification, was repeated several times to ensure that the final composition of the clusters remains 393 the same.
394
Once the composition of each cluster was established, it was possible to identify a set of 'best-395 performing' clusters for each simulation period, i.e. a set of clusters with the smallest Euclidian 396 distances to the origin of the objective space. The model structures of these 'best-performing' clusters 397 can be regarded as equally acceptable representations of the system. An important indicator of 398 structural uncertainty is the extent to which the simulation bounds derived from the Pareto sets of 399 these models reproduce the various features of the observed hydrograph. The overall uncertainty 400 envelope should be wide enough to include a large proportion of the observed discharge but not so 401 wide that its representation of the various aspects of the hydrograph (rising limb, peak discharge, 402 falling limb, baseflow) becomes meaningless. In this study, priority was given to maintaining at its 403 lowest value the number of outlying observations before searching for the best combination of models 404 which minimized the envelope area. 
. Cluster analysis 433
The 72 model hypotheses can be grouped into 5 clusters in calibration and 6 in validation. Table 3  434 displays the coordinates of the cluster centroids and gives, for each cluster, the number of points with 435 membership values above 50%. Figure 5 shows the projections of these clusters onto three possible 436 two-dimensional (2D) subspaces of the objective space (the three other subspaces being omitted for 437 brevity's sake). Each cluster is given a rank (from 1 to 5 or 6) reflecting its distance from the origin of 438 the coordinate system. As is evident from both Fig. 5 and Table 3 , most of the best-performing 439 structures can be found in Cluster 1. This is particularly clear in the planes defined by the high-flow 440 (Crit1) and low-flow (Crit2) criteria (Figure 5 ), where all clusters tend to line up along a diagonal axis 441 (dashed line). In contrast, a small trade-off between Cluster 1 and Cluster 2 can be observed in 442 calibration in the plane defined by the high-flow (Crit1) and volume error (Crit3) criteria: models from 443
Cluster 2 (respectively Cluster 1) tend to perform slightly better than those from Cluster 1 444 (respectively Cluster 2) with respect to Crit3 (respectively Crit1). However, this trade-off disappears 445 in validation. Similar comments can be made about the other 2D subspaces (not shown here). In the 446 following analysis, Cluster 1 will be considered as the only best-performing cluster. shows the Pareto-optimal solutions of models no. 49 (A1-B1c-C1-D1-E1-F2a) and 50 (A1-B1c-477 C1-D1-E1-F2b) plotted in two dimensions for different combinations of two of the four objective 478 functions used in calibration. Note that these two models differ only in their runoff transformation 479 options (F2a vs. F2b) so that the comparison can be made in a controlled way. Trade-offs between the 480 high-flow (Crit1) and low-flow (Crit2) criteria are clearly more important with option F2a (Fig. 6a) 
481
than with option F2b (Fig. 6b) . This means that option F2a is less efficient in reproducing 482 simultaneously high and low flows and explains why this option disappears from Cluster 1 in 483 validation. By contrast, the other pairs of criteria (Crit1-Crit3, Crit1-Crit4) displayed in accumulation paramaters ( and ), whose ranges of variation appear to be large in all cases, and 499 snowmelt parameters ( , , , , , ), whose levels of identifiability depend on interactions 500 with the other model components. In Fig. 7a , the Pareto range of snowmelt parameters decreases in 501 width when moving from option B1a to B1b and using the combination of options C3-D2-E1. Yet 502 changing this combination into C3-D1-E2 has the opposite effect ( Fig. 7b) : parameter uncertainty 503 now decreases when moving from option B1b to B1a. As regards runoff transformation parameters ( , 504 , , , , and ), the black and red solutions are closer to each other when options F2b (Fig.  505 7a, 7b and 7c) and F1b (Fig. 7d) are used. By contrast, options F2a (Fig. 7c) and F1a (Fig. 7d) Finally, a better understanding of the reasons why some models, or modeling options, work 520 better than others is provided by the simulation bounds (or Pareto-envelopes) derived from the Pareto 521 sets of these models. Figure 8 shows the Pareto-envelopes of the SWE internal state variable obtained 522 with three competing model hypotheses (no. 6, 30 and 54) differing only in their snowmelt-accounting 523 options (respectively B1a, B1b and B1c). Note that only the last two of these models (30, 54) belong 524 to Cluster 1 in calibration (see Table 4 ). Simulated snow accumulation starts later than expected with 525 all modeling options (B1a, B1b and B1c). As will be further discussed in Sect 5.2., this is likely to 526 indicate systematic errors in the input precipitation and/or MODIS-based SCA data. On the whole, the 527 envelope widths suggest a reduction in the uncertainty associated with the prediction of snow seasonal 528 dynamics when moving from option B1a to option B1c. This is consistent with the mean annual snow 529 errors reported in 
. Representation of structural uncertainties 539
This Section deals with the identification and use of an ensemble of equally acceptable model 540 structures to quantify and represent the uncertainty arising from the system non-identifiability. Figure  541 9 shows the overall uncertainty envelope obtained with the 8 model structures whose combination 542 minimizes the envelope area in calibration while holding constant the number of outlying observations 543 (see Sect 3.3.). Over 82% of discharge observations are captured by the envelope in both simulation 544 periods. Interestingly, this number exceeds the best N par value obtained in calibration with the 545 individual Pareto-envelopes (see Table 4 ), which shows how necessary it is to consider an ensemble of 546 model structures. In validation, however, a better combination could be identified since several models 547 of Cluster 1 display significantly higher N par values (Table 4) . On the whole, the comparison of the 548 observed hydrograph with the simulation bounds of the envelope shows a good match of rising limbs 549 and peak discharges in both simulation periods, but a less accurate fit of falling limbs during at least 550 one major (in 1987-88) and two minor (in 2005-06 and 2007-08) events. The slower recession of the 551 observed hydrograph might indicate a delayed contribution of one or more catchment compartments 552 that cannot be described by any of the modeling options available in the multiple-hypothesis 553 framework. 554 555 556
DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION 557 558
This study aimed at reducing structural uncertainty in the modeling of a semi-arid Andean catchment 559 where lumped conceptual models remain largely under-used. To overcome the current lack of 560 information on model adequacy in this catchment, a modular modeling framework (MMF) relying on 561 six model-building decisions was developed to generate 72 competing model structures. Four 562 assessment criteria were then chosen to calibrate and evaluate these models over a 30-year period 563 using the concept of Pareto-optimality. This strategy was designed to characterize both the parameter 564 uncertainty arising from each model's structural deficiencies (i.e. model inadequacy) and the 565 ambiguity associated with the choice of model components (i.e. model non-uniqueness). Finally, a 566 clustering approach was taken to identify natural groupings in the multi-objective space. Overall, the 567 greatest source of uncertainty was found in the connection between runoff generation and runoff 568 transformation components (decisions D and E). However, the results also showed a significant drop 569 in the number of plausible representations of the system. After validation, 14 model structures among 570 the 24 identified in calibration as the best-performing ones were finally considered as equally 571 acceptable. 572
Interestingly, both rejected and accepted hypotheses appeared closely related to particular types of 573 snowmelt-accounting (decision B), runoff generation (decision C) and runoff transformation (decision 574 D) modeling options, suggesting possible links to some physical features of the catchment. For 575 instance, the frequent occurrence of option C1 and the absence of option C2 among the set of best-576 performing structures indicate that moisture-accounting components may not be essential to the 577 conceptual modeling of this catchment. Most of the land cover is, indeed, dominated by barren to 578 sparsely vegetated exposed rocks, boulders and rubble with poor soil development outside the valleys.
579
This setting may also explain the relatively low values of parameter K C obtained with the black, red 580 and blue solutions shown in Fig. 6 . Likewise, the frequency of options F2a and F2b in the best-581 performing cluster suggests that the catchment actually behaves as a 'serial' system. The overall 582 organization of fluxes in the catchment, from high elevations toward the valleys and then northward to 583 the outlet, can be conceptualized as a series of two hydraulically connected reservoirs: one standing 584 for the granitic mountain blocks (upstream reservoir) and the other for the alluvial valleys 585 (downstream reservoir). Similar results were also obtained for smaller catchments in Luxembourg 586 characterized by relatively impervious bedrocks and lateral water flows (Fenicia et al., 2014) . The 587 results also provided some evidence of a strong threshold behavior at the catchment scale (options 588
F1b, F2b and F3b) compared to the smoother power laws of options F1a, F2a and F3a. However, 589 further research would be needed to track the origin of this behavior, which might be related at some 590 point to connectivity levels in the fractured and till-mantled areas of the mountain blocks. As regards 591 snowmelt, the frequent occurrence of option B1c in the best-performing cluster in calibration may 592 indicate a need to account for processes which the degree-day method implemented in option B1a does 593 not fully capture. In semi-arid central Andes (29-30°S), small zenith angles and a thin, dry and cloud-594 free atmosphere during most of the year make incoming shortwave radiation the most important 595 source of seasonal variations in the energy available for melt (e.g. Pellicciotti et al., 2008; Abermann 596 et al., 2013). While this dominant source of energy cannot be accounted for by temperature alone, the 597 seasonal timing of snowmelt is also expected to show a greater year-to-year stability, which may 598 explain the relative success of option B1c when compared to option B1b. Of course, these 599 hypothesized relationships between some physical characteristics of the catchment and specific 600 modeling options need to be further qualified. Differentiating between physically adequate and purely 601 numerical solutions will always seem somewhat hazardous in the case of lumped conceptual models.
602
For instance, a small number of models among those identified as the best-performing ones also rely 603 on parallel (F1a, F1b) and intermediate (F3b) runoff transformation options. Also, the relative 604
proportions of snowmelt-accounting options B1a, B1b and B1c, appears much more balanced in 605 validation, where no snow error criterion could be applied, than in calibration. Although this was not 606 our objective in this paper, comparative studies including several similar or contrasted catchments 607 would be required to better understand how different model structures relate to different physical 608 settings. Such understanding is of primary importance to the choice of conceptual models in climate 609 change impact studies.
610
Another important issue related to model identification is the extent to which the 'principle of 611 parsimony' can be applied to differentiate between a large number of model hypotheses. Many authors 612 rightly consider that a maximum of 5 to 6 parameters should be accepted in calibration when using a 613 single objective function. Efstratiadis and Koutsoyiannis (2010) extended this empirical rule to the 614 case of multi-objective schemes by allowing « a ratio of about 1:5 to 1:6 between the number of 615 criteria and the number of parameters to optimize ». For a multi-objective scheme based on four 616 criteria (as in the present study), this leads to consider 20 to 24-parameter models as still being 617
parsimonious. This will certainly seem unreasonable to many modelers because, as Efstratiadis and 618
Koutsoyiannis (2010) also pointed out, the various criteria used are generally not independent of each 619
other. In our case, for instance, the information added by the low-flow criterion may not be so 620 different from that already introduced by the high-flow criterion. By contrast, the snow criterion tends 621 to add new information on the snow-related parameters. From this perspective, it is noteworthy that 622 most rejected hypotheses among the 24 identified in calibration as members of Cluster 1 had more 623 than 11 free parameters, with only one having 9 parameters. The principle of parsimony, however, 624 cannot be used to further discriminate between the remaining 14 best-performing hypotheses. For 625 instance, model no. 54 (12 parameters) performs better than model no. 2 (9 parameters) with respect to 626 the high-flow criterion. 627
Eventually, the number of models used to represent structural uncertainty was reduced by 628 searching for which minimal set of models maximized the number of observations covered by the 629 ensemble of Pareto-envelopes. It is important to make clear that model inadequacy and non-630 uniqueness were evaluated here in non-probabilistic terms. In particular, the Pareto-envelopes derived 631
for each model structure quantify only the uncertainty arising from the trade-offs between competing 632 criteria and do not have a predefined statistical meaning (Engeland et al., 2006) . Consequently, the 633 overall simulation bounds shown in Figure 8 cannot be easily interpreted as 'confidence bands'.
634
Although discussing the adequacy of non-probabilistic approaches to structural uncertainty was far 635 beyond the scope of this study, it is interesting to analyze the reasons why between 15% and 20% of 636 the observations remained outside the overall simulated envelope in both calibration and validation. 637
To a large extent, this lack of performance can be attributed either to an insufficient coverage of the 638 hypothesis and objective spaces or to uncertainties in the precipitation and streamflow data that were 639 overlooked in this study. 640
First, the choice of Pareto-optimality to characterize structural uncertainty can be criticized for 641 leading to the rejection of many behavioral parameter sets (i.e. being close to, but not part of, the 642
Pareto front) that might have been Pareto-optimal with different performance measures, calibration 643 data or input errors (e.g. Freer et al., 2003; Beven, 2006) . Also, this concept should not be confused 644
with that of equifinality. Both notions agree that it is not possible to identify a single, best solution to 645 the calibration problem and that multiple parameters sets should be retained to give a proper account 646 of model uncertainty. However, the Pareto set of solutions represents the minimum parameter 647 uncertainty that can be achieved when several criteria are considered simultaneously with no a priori 648 preference for one over the others . By contrast, two parameter sets are said to be 649 equifinal (in a statistical sense) if they can be regarded as equally acceptable with respect to a given 650 model outcome. For a proper assessment of parameter equifinality, more probabilistic approaches 651 should be taken (Madsen, 2000; Huisman et al., 2010) . In the context of multiple-hypothesis testing, a 652 meticulous selection of the assessment criteria is also critical to avoid rejecting some modeling options 653 for the wrong reasons. For instance, the snow error criterion was shown to have a great influence on 654 the identification of snow-accounting components, as much more ambiguity between the various 655 available options was observed during the validation period when this criterion could not be used.
656
Also, like any other multiple-hypothesis framework, the MMF developed in this study suffers from an 657 insufficient coverage of the hypothesis space (Gupta et al., 2012) . The parameterization of 658 evapotranspiration, for example, was not considered as an independent model-building decision. Only 659 one formula was applied to calculate potential evapotranspiration and the possibility to retrieve actual 660 evapotranspiration from downstream water stores was not provided. Likewise, the runoff 661 transformation process was described using only two water stores, of which only one was assumed to 662 have a nonlinear behavior. Future work to improve the conceptual modeling of the Claro River 663 catchment should include the testing of new or refined hypotheses to allow for the use of additional 664 auxiliary data (e.g. observed snow heights, irrigation water-use).
665
More fundamentally, our ability to discriminate among the competing model hypotheses was 666 constrained by inevitable errors in the input and output data sets. In particular, the comparison of 667 simulated SWE levels and MODIS-based SCA estimates revealed some uncertainty in the estimation 668 of precipitation inputs and confirmed previous results obtained by Favier et al. (2009) . Some 669 precipitation events occurring in the early winter may not be captured by the gauging network (< 3200 670 m a.s.l.) used for the interpolation of precipitation across the catchment. These errors may add to 671 systematic volume errors caused by wind, wetting and evaporation losses at the gauge level, leading to 672 an overall underestimation of precipitation, as indicated by the rough estimate of the catchment-scale 673 water balance given in Sect 2. It was also possible to highlight some errors in the streamflow data. The 674 observed streamflow was 'naturalized' by simply adding back the estimated historical water 675 abstractions (Sect. 2.2). When applied on a daily basis, this process inevitably adds some uncertainty 676
to streamflow values because a significant part of surface-water abstractions actually return to the river 677 system within a few days due to conveyance and field losses. In general, ignoring these return flows 678 would lead to overestimating daily natural flows. In this paper, however, the actual water withdrawals 679
were not known with precision but only as percentages of the nominal water rights -these percentages 680 being fixed on a monthly basis by the authorities to account for variations in water availability. 
